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Images as representations: visual sources on education and childhood in the past
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The challenge of using images for the history of education and childhood will be addressed in this article by looking at them as representations. Central is the relationship between representations and reality. The focus is on the power of paintings as representations of aspects of realities. First the meaning of representation for images as sources for the history of education and childhood – mirrors of realities, complex symbol systems or representations – is explained. A distinction is made between images of real people and images of patterns of human behaviour and the value of the phenomenon of historical sensation as a methodological instrument for insight in that relationship is dealt with. Second, a specific genre of paintings from the seventeenth century, namely portraits of dead children, will be described and analysed to make clear that their value for the history of education and childhood can be studied adequately only by using those images as representations and by interpreting them within the cultural rules and regulations of time and place. This analysis results in the conclusion that images should be considered in their function as representations of aspects of educational and childhood reality.
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1. Introduction

When looking at Children in Painting by Marie-Christine Autin Graz, the reader is immersed in a diversity of cultures and epochs, and consequently in a variety of images of childhood. The images in the book are organised in line with national art schools and not with chronology. For each nation the focus is on its “golden age”, the most flourishing period of national painting. Reading the book and looking at its pictures seems like visiting famous museums such as the Louvre in Paris, the Gemäldegalerie in Berlin, the National Gallery of Art in Washington or the Galleria degli Uffizi in Florence. A number of the paintings belong to the collection of those museums, where pieces of art are also mostly exhibited in line with national art
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schools. In *Children in Painting*, almost all Italian paintings selected are from the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, while for Dutch painting the focus is on the Golden Age of Rembrandt, and so on.\(^2\) Jumping from one epoch to the other and from one nation to another when looking at images of childhood can easily result in confusion, for comparing the images is very complex because of the great variety in historical and cultural contexts.

This confusion has to do with the problem of representation. The art historian Alvar González-Palacios formulates this as follows in the introduction to *Children in Painting*: “The image of a child is not necessarily a portrait, it may be simply a representation; not the idea of a known individual but rather an allegory or simply an ornamental motif.”\(^3\) In fact, it seems that every image, including the portraits of children, is a representation.\(^4\) Indeed, both visual sources containing images of real people, among them portraits, and visual sources containing models or categories of people, of which the meaning is often strengthened by symbols, are representations.

Images are as a matter of fact part of material culture\(^5\) and they can be used for gaining knowledge on education and childhood in the past. They are important as representations for at least two main reasons.

First, images can compensate for the vast scarcity of written sources on childhood in the past, in particular for early modern history, due to the fact that sources on education and childhood in the past are not only in the great majority produced by adults, but also are generally focused on education, on educators, and on educational institutions instead of on children and youth. Second, images can stimulate the historical sensation by giving the researcher the methodologically important illusion of meeting people in the past almost directly by looking at them through their portraits. Looking at those pictures can result in looking at historical realities represented through those pictures. This seems to be different, although not principally but de facto, from getting an idea of people in the past by reading their own written products, among them their letters, or by reading written products produced about them, for example dossiers in child protection or medical settings. In brief: by looking at images, you can get the historical sensation of coming face to face with the person her- or himself.

In the following, the challenge of using images for the history of education and childhood will be addressed by considering looking at them as representations. The
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focus is on paintings, not on photography. First the meaning of representation for images as sources for the history of education and childhood will be addressed. Are they mirrors of realities, complex symbol systems or representations, and what is the relationship between representations and reality? Attention will be given to the distinction between images of real people and images of patterns of human behaviour, and of how the phenomenon of historical sensation could function as a methodological instrument for insight in that relationship (section 2). Then a specific genre of paintings from the seventeenth century, namely portraits of dead children, will be described and analysed to make clear that their value for the history of education and childhood can be studied adequately only by using those images as representations and by interpreting them within the cultural rules and regulations of time and place (section 3). This analysis results in the conclusion that images should be considered in their function of representations of aspects of educational and childhood reality (section 4).

2. Images: mirrors of realities, complex symbol systems or representations?
It was several decades after the publication in 1960 of the innovative study on family life and schooling in history by Philippe Ariès (1914–1984) entitled *L’enfant et la vie familiale*, translated in the 1963 English edition as *Centuries of Childhood*, and for a considerable part of its evidence based on an analysis of visual sources, before such sources were more widely accepted and used in the historical sciences, including the history of education, this notwithstanding the fact that the book became one of the founding texts for the emerging discipline of history of education. Ariès, long an outsider in French historiography with his appointment when aged 62 at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in 1978 being a very late acceptance by the French historic academic establishment, considered images, among them paintings and medieval sculpture, as essential sources for his
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studies on the history of the life cycle, including his famous book on childhood and the family in the past. He was “far more aware than any of the Annales historians of the significance of figurative sources”.

Ariès would long remain the exception to the rule and images remained neglected as sources for cultural history in France and elsewhere for many years to come. This changed from the late 1980s with, for example, Simon Schama’s study on Dutch civilisation in the seventeenth century, including his interpretation of the Dutch Republic as a “Republic of Children”, partly based on an interpretation of a series of genre paintings and genre drawings and seemingly considering those seventeenth-century images as mirrors of social and cultural realities.

The origins of those paintings formed the innovation of Dutch painting after the Beeldenstorm of 1566, the iconoclastic large-scale destruction of religious art because of the Reformation. From then, daily life replaced religious life as one of the main topics in Dutch paintings, with many of them depicting children, family life and parenting, core issues of the seventeenth-century Dutch moral discourse. Until the 1930s, those paintings were generally regarded as realistic, descriptive, mirrors of realities, and concerned with everyday life. They were the result of an innovation in painting: “a new style … more true-to-life” and with “greater emphasis on everyday subjects and motifs.” This art history paradigm of interpreting those paintings as mirrors of reality changed with the publication of Studies in Iconology from 1939 by Erwin Panofsky, who, while developing a general theory of iconology, paid special attention to Dutch painting of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. From then, those paintings were regarded less as mirrors of realities and more and more as transmitters of messages in code form. According to Haskell, “even images formerly assumed to depict only what could have been seen by an ‘innocent eye’ were in fact the products of conscious or unconscious
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manipulation: Dutch genre scenes and still lives, for instance.” Iconologists and iconographers now regarded Dutch genre paintings, notwithstanding their remaining realistic magic, primarily as complex symbol systems, to be decoded by iconological methods in order to understand the languages hidden in those paintings. This way of looking at such paintings continued for many decades.

But from the 1980s this paradigm of looking at images as complex symbol systems was questioned too. Art historians such as Svetlana Alpers who emphasised the visuality and the visual competence of Dutch seventeenth-century culture and its descriptive art in contrast to narrative Italian art, Mary Durantini who focused on the child in Dutch paintings, and Jan Baptist Bedaux again placed emphasis on the realistic aspects of these paintings, although not with that “innocent eye” and the illusion of paintings as mirror of realities from the nineteenth century. Bedaux, who as a student was introduced to Dutch iconography by De Jongh, an adherent of the Panofsky-inspired iconology, eventually lost his Panofskyan faith. He even changed into an opponent of that approach and he joined the new “realistic” paradigm. The title of his academic dissertation, The Reality of Symbols, symbolised the change of paradigm.

This new paradigm fits the idea of representation developed by Frank Ankersmit. Ankersmit prefers the horizontal model of sciences to the hierarchic one and is an adherent of the classic distinction between the nomothetic sciences, striving after the formulation and testing of general laws, and the ideographic sciences, focusing on the study of individual cases, a distinction made famous by the German philosopher Wilhelm Windelband. For the ideographic sciences,
Ankersmit developed his idea of representation. According to him, and using Napoleon as an example for his theory of representation, representation has three main elements, namely (1) the historic Napoleon, or, a reality in the past, (2) a specific representation of Napoleon, for example a biography of him, and (3) certain aspects of Napoleon to which the representation, for example the biography mentioned under (2), refers. Those aspects are presented by the representation and they are considered as aspects of reality. Thus, representation has, according to Ankersmit, a strong relationship with reality: representation is emphasising or referring to aspects of that very reality. This does not mean that representing reality is mirroring reality, for the representation always refers only more or less to aspects of reality. Napoleon, to keep that example for a while, can be – and indeed was and even liked to be – represented as a Roman emperor. Of course we all know that he was not. But such a representation as a Roman emperor refers to certain aspects of the historic Napoleon, which were very important for his self-image. Indeed, for Napoleon, himself the emperor of France and major parts of Europe, looking like a Roman emperor could result in more respect and in more power.\(^{14}\) In other words, a representation always only lays down specific and selected aspects of the past, with the uniqueness of a representation being the specificity of those aspects. While representation is not limited to representation of real people, such representations, for example a portrait, show more aspects that suggest similarity to the represented than other representations like flags, which symbolise nations and states but do not suggest similarity to them.\(^{15}\)

Ankersmit’s idea of representation can be of value for how to use images as sources for the history of education and childhood. Both real people – children, youngsters, parents, educators – and ideas and messages on patterns of behaviour – histoire des mentalités pédagogiques – belong to historic realities.\(^{16}\) It is true that sources can be looked at as representations, but some images seem to be able to bring researchers nearer to those realities than others. While this is happens most


with images of real people in individual and group portraits, also genre paintings that are not about real people but about patterns of behaviour can give the researcher a rather close experience with the realities studied. This is in many ways comparable with TV soaps nowadays: both genre paintings and TV soaps often show behaviour going wrong and present patterns of behaviour that should be followed and imitated, thus giving implicit or explicit moral messages.\(^{17}\) While certain categories of images, among them portraits of children, parents and families, can easily be considered to be mirrors of everyday life,\(^{18}\) they can also refer only to aspects of reality and as all representations are only partial they never do mirror reality as such. At the same time, looking at images as representation makes it possible to cover the seemingly mirror aspects of portraits, emblems, genre prints and genre painting and to use them adequately as sources for the history of education and childhood.

As already mentioned, representations in the form of images of people seem to be able to bring researchers nearer to realities than other representations. Looking at paintings or at other remainders of material culture in the past by using them as sources for insight in that past can indeed contribute to the so-called historical sensation. Those remainders of material culture can have the power to bring the researcher almost face to face with the person her- or himself. That illusion – for that is what it is – of direct contact with the past is different from gaining knowledge of people in the past by only reading their products, among them letters, or by reading products on them, for example dossiers.

The concept of historical sensation was coined by the historian Johan Huizinga (1872–1945) in his essay entitled “The task of the history of culture” (De taak der cultuurgeschiedenis) from 1929.\(^{19}\) Huizinga formulated this as follows: “[H]istorical sensation … that is accompanied by the absolute conviction of complete authenticity and truth, can be provoked by a line from a chronicle, by an engraving, a few sounds from an old song…. Historical sensation does not present itself to us as a re-living, but as an understanding that is closely akin to the understanding of music, or, rather of the world by music.”\(^{20}\) Although those forms of direct contact with the past eventually remain illusions, for methodological reasons historians do need that


\(^{18}\)See de Jongh and Luijten, Mirror of Everyday Life.


illusion, that historical sensation, that direct contact with the past. At the same time they should always be aware of the fact that, in the words of Willem Frijhoff, we “only see the child of the past well if we manage to keep a closely guarded distance”.\(^{21}\)

For Huizinga, historical sensation is the result of “what happens between the historian and the past”.\(^{22}\) According to him, a variety of historical objects could provoke a moment of historical sensation, including masterpieces of art, but not exclusively these: all sorts of historical objects could contribute to a moment of historical sensation. And it also is true that when looking at masterpieces of art only the burden of numerous interpretations already made could complicate an open way of gaining direct contact with the past.\(^{23}\) For the rest, Huizinga himself received one of his most influential historical sensations when visiting the Flemish Primitives Exhibition in Bruges in Belgium in 1902, when looking at masterpieces by painters such as Van Ecyk, Van der Weijden and Van der Goes. That historical sensation inspired him in the writing of the book that made him famous, *The Waning of the Middle Ages*.\(^{24}\)

In the next section, the focus will turn to some specific representations from the material culture of early modern Europe, namely images from the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic on children’s death. These images are representation both of those children themselves and of patterns of affection and ways of looking at children by their parents.

### 3. Representations from the material culture: seventeenth-century images of children’s death

Seventeenth-century Dutch images often depicted everyday life, including education and childhood. They were exceptional in quantity and often also in quality. Looking at their own reality, at themselves, at their own family and their own children, by looking at paintings or at other images was fundamental for the Dutch seventeenth-century collective mentality and a normal way of life for many burghers. Indeed, the Dutch Republic was a bourgeois society, not an aristocratic society.\(^{25}\) As a consequence, the ownership of paintings, drawings and engravings was no privilege for a small elite. Paintings were normal furniture for the broad middle class, as

\(^{21}\) Frijhoff, “Historian’s Discovery of Childhood,” 28.

\(^{22}\) Ankersmit, *Sublime Historical Experience*, 121.

\(^{23}\) Ibid., 127.


foreign visitors often discovered to their surprise.\textsuperscript{26} And indeed, the Dutch art market’s main customer was the broad middle class.\textsuperscript{27} As a result, painting was a flourishing economic sector with, in around 1650, approximately 700 active painters, a good working art market, and a production of c.70,000 paintings each year, both highly and modestly priced.\textsuperscript{28} Seventeenth-century Dutch paintings and drawings of education and childhood can be distinguished in two main categories, i.e. paintings intentionally made to represent real people, mainly family portraits and children’s portraits, and images intentionally made to show patterns of behaviour, among them genre paintings and emblem books, the latter relying on the combined strength of text and image of the emblem. Both categories of paintings, notwithstanding their seemingly different intended relationship with reality, with portraits as a matter of course having a much stronger relationship with reality than genre painting, are of great value for more insight in education and childhood in that culture and that epoch.

We now turn to a specific topic in seventeenth-century Dutch painting, namely the portraits of dead children, as an example of the value of paintings for the history of childhood and education. Ancien régime demography dominated Dutch educational space too. It is true that the Dutch Republic was one of the richest countries in the world. And yet, even in such a flourishing economy, about 50\% of the children never reached adulthood, with the great majority of that 50\% dying very young.\textsuperscript{29} And this was the reality for both the rich and the poor, although even more so for the poor. With this harsh reality in mind, parents – both the rich and the poor – often panicked when young children became sick. And parents showed deep grief when their children died, as we know from personal documents, for example


\textsuperscript{27}Also the Stadhouder’s court, the cities, the boards of orphanages, and the Protestant churches commissioned painters to work for them. But those customers together were much less important than the broad bourgeoisie, see Frijhoff and Spies, 1650, 497, 504–05.


written by the Huygens’ fathers, Christiaan and Constantijn, while as pious Christians parents eventually accepted the harsh reality and were resigned to the will of God. But at the same time the parents’ strong attachment to and affection for the beloved child was no less evident than their grief.\textsuperscript{30} For the rest, their panic at their children becoming sick was right when we realise that they saw the fatal effects of regular epidemics of the plague, smallpox, typhoid and dysentery, to list only the most common of disasters that could hit their children, and which belonged to \textit{Ancien régime} demography. 

Apart from being an important issue in personal documents, care of young children, consciousness of the fatal effects of sickness and grief when their children died also formed an important topic in Dutch seventeenth-century painting. An important example comprises the tradition among well-to-do parents of having painted portraits of their children while they were still very young because of the known reality of their possible poor life expectancy. According to the art historian Bedaux, almost half of the children pictured in Dutch seventeenth-century child portraits were aged between 0 and 12 months, revealing both the affection of the parents and their realistic fears for the future of their children.\textsuperscript{31} 

Grief on the death of children together with affection for them seems to be the major force behind the genre of child funeral portraits, with some dozens of them from those produced in the seventeenth century still existing. The genre, which during the eighteenth century was almost non-existent, made a comeback at the end of the nineteenth century. Examples from the seventeenth century include paintings by Nicolaas Maes (1634–1693), Johannes Thopas (c.1620–c.1682) with \textit{Girl from the Van Valkenburg Family on her Deathbed} from 1682, and Bartholomeus van der Helst (1613–1670). His \textit{Young Boy on his Deathbed} from 1645 shows the child on a bed of straw, so that his soul would not attach itself to the bed (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{32} 


Connected to this genre of child funeral portraits are family portraits that include children who were already deceased. That was a way of emphasising that those children continued to be part of the family. An example is the anonymous portrait from 1638 of the family of Jan Gerrits Pan, a shipowner from Enkhuizen. The painting depicts the father, the mother and two living children, but also nine children, among them probably several twins or even triplets, in those times with very low survival chances, who all had died. With this painting, the parents ensured that their dead children too remained part of the family and that they could continue to look at themselves as the parents of all those children together (Figure 2).  

Connected to this genre of child funeral portraits are family portraits that include children who were already deceased. That was a way of emphasising that those children continued to be part of the family. An example is the anonymous portrait from 1638 of the family of Jan Gerrits Pan, a shipowner from Enkhuizen. The painting depicts the father, the mother and two living children, but also nine children, among them probably several twins or even triplets, in those times with very low survival chances, who all had died. With this painting, the parents ensured that their dead children too remained part of the family and that they could continue to look at themselves as the parents of all those children together (Figure 2).  

33 Anonymous, *Family Group, probably the Family of Jan Gerritsz Pan*, 1638, panel, 87 x 178 cm (Collection Stichting Portret van Enkhuizen/Thade van Doesburgh), see Bedaux and Ekkart, *Pride and Joy*, 162–63. Cf. Sliggers, *Naar het lijk*. Marie-Christine Autin Graz, *Children in Painting*, 106, is of the opinion that all children on the panel are still alive and that the nine babies would die a few weeks after the picture was painted. The very detailed analysis of Bedaux and Ekkart, however, is more convincing and fits the cultural framework of depicting the family including the dead ones.
This painting is no exception. In many family portraits, dead children are included. Often, they floated through the air like angels.\footnote{Bedaux, “Funeraire kinderportretten,” 92–99.} This seemingly typically Roman Catholic iconography was used for many Calvinistic family portraits too. Also those parents showed that they believed in a God who admitted those children to heaven. And indeed, the Dutch Calvinistic position on predestination made an exception for the very young, an exception laid down in the rules of the Dordrecht Synod (1618–1619), a synod during which a religious struggle within the Dutch Calvinistic Church took place, which ended with victory for the Orthodox Contra-Remonstrant adherents of the theologian Gomaris and defeat of the more liberal Remonstrant adherents of the theologian Arminius. It is true that orthodox Calvinists were often reproached for a very harsh and cruel image of God, a God who damned even infants forever. But it can be read in the articles of the Dordrecht Synod that Calvinistic parents who believed in God should not have doubts about the fact that their God should choose their infants when taken away from this life and should guarantee them eternity.\footnote{The original text is as follows: “de Godsalighe Ouders niet [moeten] twijffelen aende Verkiesinghe ende salichheyt harer kinderen, welcke God in hare kintsheyt uyt dit leven wech neemt,” quoted by Bedaux, “Introduction,” 25. Cf. Bedaux, “Funeraire kinderportretten,” 92–99.} This made it possible for them to let their dead children be depicted in family portraits, sometimes even as angels. An example is the anonymous portrait of the quadruplets of Jacobus Pietersz. Costerus and Cornelia Jans Coenraadsdochter, called the Dordrecht quadruplets from 1621. Immediately

Figure 2. Anonymous, *Family Group, probably the Family of Jan Gerritsz Pan*, 1638, panel, 87 x 178 cm. Collection Stichting Portret van Enkhuizen / Thade van Doesburgh; reproduced by kind permission.
after their birth, they were depicted with one of them, Elisabeth, having already passed away (Figure 3).

5. Conclusion: images as representations of aspects of educational and childhood realities

The images presented above, namely family and children’s portraits and genre paintings on the death of children, can be considered as representations of realities of childhood and education in the past. Family and children’s portraits present aspects of real people and thus are representations of those people: parents and children both still living and already dead. Genre paintings, for example inspired by the classic myth of Ganymede, do not present real people. They give insight into


how and why people in the past continued to remember their already dead children as members of their family. Both categories of representations emphasised or referred to aspects of realities and thus both are not mirroring realities. The painting by Nicolaes Maes, *George de Vícq as Ganymede*, is a complex in-between category. While it is, as was the case with much of genre painting, full of symbolic layers, and in this case refers to antique mythology, it is also about real people, namely George de Vícq depicted as Ganymede, and thus also represents real people.

The paintings analysed, which present real people without an abundance of symbolic layers, namely the *Young Boy on his Deathbed* by Bartholomeus van der Helst, the anonymous *Enkhuizen Family Group*, probably the *Family of Jan Gerritz Pan* with nine dead children, and the anonymous *The Children of Jacobus Pietersz. Costerus and Cornelia Jans Coenraadsdochter* (‘The Dordrecht Quadruplets’), seem to bring us closer to aspects of reality. Yet those paintings also present only certain aspects of reality (with, in the case of the Enkhuizen family group, even the most essential aspect, namely that the nine children are dead, contested in the divergent interpretations by Bedaux and by Autin Graz as we have seen). The idea of representation can be of methodological value – and this value can be strengthened further by making use of the power of historical sensation that can bring the researcher face to face with the historical child or parent or educator – when using images as sources for the history of education and childhood. When looked at in that way, images can become strong sources that give insight into important aspects of realities of education and childhood in the past.
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